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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Website

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

ECO-NETWORKING - Community-building for

ecologically, socially and sustainability-politically

interested and committed young people

Project Applicant

Ökovernetzungsförderverein

Herbststraße 21/24-27 , 1170 Wien , AT

www.oekovernetzung.at

Project Information

2019-2-AT02-ESC31-002496

Aug 1, 2019

Jul 31, 2020

6,000 EUR

Climate action, environment and nature protection ; Equality and

non-discrimination ; Education and training
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 Project Summary

Objectives

The project "Eco-networking - community-building for ecologically, socially and sustainability-politically interested

and committed young people" deals with local and global challenges of the present and the future. The activities

will address social, environmental, economic, cultural, technological and political aspects of sustainability. The

"Ökovernetzungsförderverein", the project executing organisation, would like to offer a set of activities especially,

but not exclusively, to young people who are interested in creating a sustainable living environment and a

sustainable society. In the project, the association supports and uses approaches such as education for

sustainable development, global learning, learning in everyday life and lifelong learning, and mediates between

theories and the practice of sustainability. 

Specifically, two major networking and continuing education meetings will be organized: the

"Öko-Projetkwerkstatt" (= "Sustainability Camp & Project Workshop" in autumn 2019, spring 2020). In addition, a

community is set up for which further activities in the area of sustainability are organized, whereby these activiries

are planned and realized together with the persons addressed. 

Thus, in the context of the project, a low-threshold offer with an accompanying structure of young people for

young people will be established, which enables encounters at eye level and self-determined participation. This

creates a platform for charitable or non-profit sustainability projects, which reveal exactly this "informality", in

which the participants get to know each other, motivate each other, exchange ideas and develop projects

together. At the same time, it is about providing a systematic view of challenges in sustainability policy and not

separating personal lifestyle issues from entrepreneurial, philanthropic, political or civic engagement when it

comes to justice and the future. In addition, it should become apparent that many young people are already

working for sustainable development.

Impact

The project deals with experiential learning and reflective action belong together for transformation processes

(transformative learning) in order to change views / assumptions / practices in interplay with norms and

institutions. Above all, community life and cooperative cooperation in different areas of life are addressed. In

addition, in the project it is shown that sustainable development must be addressed both at the level of the

personal lifestyle and that it needs entrepreneurial, charitable, political or civic engagement. 

The project team works with the Art of Hosting and Harvesting (AoH) approach. AoH is an attitude that focuses

on cooperation and co-creation, and which is a highly efficient way to capitalize on the collective wisdom and

ability to self-organize groups of all sizes. For this it is important to address the threesome: brain (thoughts /

knowledge), heart (emotion / empathy), hand (practice / lifestyle). Each person has a different approach (or in

mixed form): some of the participants are picked up by "brainwork", others by an emotional approach, others are

makers (hands-on). The activities conducted in the project should bring together the participants of all these three

qualities and thus make it possible to get to know other approaches to social organization and sustainability work.

This access will be used as part of the project activities. 

The project is not limited to a specific region in Austria, but allows networking of young people who live scattered

throughout Austria (and sometimes also internationally). Above all, two multi-day "Öko-Projetkwerkstätten" (=

"Sustainability Camps & Project Workshops") serve as a central networking possibility, where there are

theoretical and practical inputs, self-organized programs (= empowerment of the participants) and opportunities

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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for self-efficacy. As part of this process, the participants are encouraged to pass on the learned values and

contents as multipliers in their places of action. In addition, at least 10 (half) day activities are planned and

organized by the project team of the Ökovernetzungsförderverein together with the participants. This will deepen

the exchange as well as the networking between the Sustainability Camps & Project Workshops as well as

expand the cooperation and increase the regional impact, e.g. by helping the target groups reach each other in

the realization of regionally related projects. 

As part of the project, the participants learn how best to network with each other and how to further develop and

visualize their own projects. They learn to combine theory and practice and get insights into the UN Sustainable

Development Goals, sustainability strategies in institutions, environmental psychology, sustainable management,

solidarity living together, political aspects of sustainability and sustainability communication. They can also apply

the methods of Art of Hosting used in the project themselves.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2019-2-AT02-ESC31-002496
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

worldETHICS

Project Applicant

Sophie Lukacs

Griesplatz 8a , 8020 Graz , AT

Project Information

2019-2-AT02-ESC31-002490

Aug 1, 2019

Jul 31, 2020

6,000 EUR

Culture ; European identity and values ; Equality and non-discrimination
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 Project Summary

Objectives

The "WorldETHICS" project is intended to support the European Solidarity Corps, which stands for and promotes

the values of solidarity, respect for human dignity and human rights, in promoting a society based on equality and

fairness. Our project "WorldETHICS" is based on the development of responsibility towards present and future

societies. We want to contribute to the (further) development of society in Europe, which should continue to be

characterised by the values of the European Union. This means that solidarity between people should be

strengthened while respecting their culture and traditions and should be based on mutual understanding and

respect. With this project we want to contribute to a respectful society in Europe, where there is enough space for

diversity, solidarity, equality, justice and tolerance. 

Peer learning should prevail in our project, after all we, as a young team, want to work together with young adults

on ethics-related topics and thus make a small contribution to a fairer and more respectful world. Accordingly, we

offer people a protected space to deal with ethics-related topics. With this project we want to encourage and

enable people to take a change of perspective in everyday situations and to question everyday discussions more

critically in order to be able to view and reflect on them from several sides. Critical reflection and empathy are

essential for creating a fairer world based on democratic values. 

We will discuss and analyse these topics in discussion rounds, which will be built up through content input using

multimedia materials. We have set ourselves the goal of demonstrating a successful way of life and thus of

imparting goal-oriented solution competence as well as critical reflection skills and conflict management. The

discussion rounds offer space for a joint discussion and analysis of the different worldviews as well as cultural,

religious traditions and human value settings. 

"WorldETHICS" offers a respectful framework to convey information as well as to promote the exchange on

ethics-related topics that ultimately affect every human being. Our services are aimed both at children and young

people and at educational staff at schools or institutions close to schools, medical staff or public service

employees who are confronted with ethical issues on a daily basis. Since "WorldETHICS" deals with social issues

that all people ultimately deal with, the target group is very large; after all, it potentially includes all population

groups and members.

Impact

Our project "WorldETHICS" is based on responsibility towards the present and future society. We want to

contribute to the (further) development of society in Europe, which should continue to be characterised by the

values of the European Union in the future. This means that solidarity between people should be strengthened

while respecting their culture and traditions and should be based on mutual understanding and respect. With this

project we want to contribute to a society based on equality and fairness, where there is enough space for

pluralism, solidarity, equality, justice and tolerance. The competences conveyed in the project (goal-oriented

solution competence, ability to reflect, conflict management, etc.) are intended to strengthen the sense of

responsibility with regard to one's own actions, which also have an impact on the development of future societies,

in order to encourage the participants to work together peacefully and respectfully. 

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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This project aims to strengthen people's sense of responsibility towards themselves and future generations in

relation to social, ecological, economic, political and cultural conditions and to demonstrate the measures and

consequences of current individual (and collective) decisions.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2019-2-AT02-ESC31-002490
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Gratitude Graz

Project Applicant

Gratitude Graz

Johann Koller Weg 24b Top 7 , 8041 Graz , AT

Project Information

2019-2-AT02-ESC31-002484

Aug 1, 2019

Jul 31, 2020

6,000 EUR

Equality and non-discrimination ; Community development ; Social

assistance and welfare

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

The goal of the project is to implement an online game with a strong interaction with urban reality. The aim of the

game is to expand and strengthen social cohesion and the relationships of the city dwellers towards each other.

This happens through the interactions of the Players during common charitable activities. This common

experience space counteracts urban segregation and promotes social peace and Integration.

Impact

Existing charitable actions are being increased and new opportunities for action are being created through a

platform for neighborhood assistance. Players have more moments of happiness, an increased self-confidence

and feel more social security. Origin and social class recede into the background. Joint charitable actions create a

new collective identity that counteracts the segregation of society and forms the basis for a humanistic and

European value system in a digitized world. Nonprofit engagement should gain more recognition through the

game and be perceived as a means to increase one's own happiness.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2019-2-AT02-ESC31-002484
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Womens Rights Awareness

Project Applicant

Christina Moigg

Andreas-Hofer-Str. 22/1 , 6020 Innsbruck , AT

Project Information

2019-2-AT02-ESC31-002495

Aug 1, 2019

Mar 31, 2020

4,000 EUR

Equality and non-discrimination ; Research and innovation ; Human rights

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

The project is addressed at the Tyrolian population with the goal to raise awareness of the violation of women’s*

rights in Austria and especially Tyrol. This can be achieved by inviting the local population to reflect on women’s*

rights, gain knowledge and engage in dialogue and reflect on measures, which can contribute to a

non-discriminative and solidary society. For this, the project activities are carried out in the three centres of

population, Innsbruck, Imst and Wörgl, to reach as many Tyrolians as possible. 

The project is based on international fundamental- and human rights documents, foremost the European

Convention on Human Rights (ECHR ), which is considered the most important convention on Human Rights in

Europe. The ECHR symbolises solidarity within the European Union, as the member states have agreed on a

common catalogue of values which stands for justice, peace and maintaining democratic systems. One of the

values defined in the ECHR applies to the protection against discrimination on grounds of sex , race, colour,

language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origion or nationality. The article on "prohibition of

discrimination" is used as a guideline as well as legal foundation for the project. 

With various methods, the project addresses different forms of discrimination of women* in Tyrol: 

• Intersectional discrimination against women* of colour at the Tyrolian housing market 

• Gender* pay-gap and the unequal payment of women proven by it 

• The violation of women’s* rights regarding the trafficking of women* for the purpose of sexual exploitation 

• Discrimination against queer* women (women* that are diverse with respect to gender and sexual orientation) 

To achieve the defined objective, the project uses various methods. Relevant data are going to be gained through

an online survey, meeting Zones in the centres of population (Innsbruck, Imst, Wörgl) with interactive exercises

and an information desk are going to be established, a specialist lecture with a subsequent podium discussion will

be organised and a video with concerned women* is going to be made, to make their voices heard in public

space.

Impact

The Project’s target is to sensitize the population (the civic society as well as political stakeholders) for the

violation of women’s* rights and to encourage them - as European citizens - to advocate for the observance of

human rights. 

The project group wants to increase awareness and acceptance of queer women in Tyrol in order to promote

their social inclusion. Women* that are diverse with respect to gender and sexual orientation must not be

discriminated against or treated unequally. Through sensitizing the local society, queer women* in Tyrol should

be empowered. 

Furthermore, the project wants to point out that women*of colour are facing multiple discriminations at the

Tyrolian housing market. Political stakeholders and landladies and landlords as well as the civic society will be

educated and encouraged to develop countermeasures, in order to establish a non-discriminatory and solidary

society. 

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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The illegal trafficking of women is a global as well as local issue. In Tyrol as well, there are trafficked women* that

are being forced to do sex work. This group is not homogenous – a fact, which the Tyrolean population should be

made aware of. With an online survey, the project group wants to find out how well informed the Tyrolian

population is concerning this matter. The results will be passed on to relevant multipliers to develop information

campaigns that are in line with demand. Through educating relevant multipliers as well as the civic public,

affected women can be protected more effectively. 

Unequal payment for equivalent work is an everyday problem for women* in Tyrol. The project wants to increase

the local population’s awareness for this issue, educate and invite to take part in a dialogue and initiate a process

of change. The project groups’ results are going to be presented to the Tyrolian population in a joint presentation.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2019-2-AT02-ESC31-002495
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Creating Community with LeLa

Project Applicant

Copoiesis - Kunstverein für kollektive Schöpfungsprozesse

Fasangasse 35-37/3/4 , 1030 Wien , AT

Project Information

2019-2-AT02-ESC31-002494

Sep 9, 2019

Jul 8, 2020

7,410 EUR

Community development ; Youthwork ; Inclusion

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

The project Creating Community with LeLa provides the children of a special needs school a safe space, in which

they can unfold their creative potential, individually and as a group. To recflect and incorporate the experiences,

which emerge spontaneously while being creative, group discussion follow each individual session. The project

encourages the children to explore those realms, which have no space within their classroom: the silence, the

body, emotions, imagination and philosophy. Delving into these different realms together increases the feeling ot

connectedness as well as the solidarity between the school children.

Impact

The project aims to transmit specific competencies that increase the sense of self-worth of disadvanteged school

children in order to facilitate their overall social inclusion. Mindfullness towards others as well as towards oneself

is seen as equally important as non-violent communication, die power of creativity and the intelligence of the

human body.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2019-2-AT02-ESC31-002494
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Website

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

30 years of children's rights in Austria: the importance of

solidarity, democracy and participation conveyed to

children and teenagers

Project Applicant

Kinderfreunde Mühlviertel

Gewerbestrasse 7 , 4222 St. Georgen/Gusen , AT

www.kinderfreunde.cc

Project Information

2019-1-AT02-ESC31-002402

May 1, 2019

Apr 30, 2020

6,000 EUR

Human rights ; Youthwork ; European identity and values

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

The main goal is to focus on the important issue of children's rights throughout the Mühlviertel, especially

because of the 30th anniversary of the children´s rights. Other topics such as democracy, participation and

solidarity will also be part of our conveyed contents. Against the tendency of developing into a traditional,

conservative society, we uphold the European values and we would like to increase the understanding of the

importance of democracy. Especially children and adolescents should learn about this topic in a playful way.

Inhibitions of thinking about sociopolitical themens outside of these workshops will be reduced and this will

strengthen democracy in Austria, as well as in Europe. Likewise, these workshops should provide a counterpoint

to the increasingly evolving elbow society. In addition, the local groups in the communities are strengthened,

which benefits networking in the region.

Impact

The focus lies on the topic of children´s and human´s rights in the Mühlviertel. All activities will be well perceived

in the media, especially at the regional level. In addition, children and adolescents will actively experience values,

such as community, solidarity and integration. For this they will learn about children's participation and

communication on equal terms and thereby also experience democracy. For adults, opportunities are offered on

learning how to prepare contents in an age-appropriate manner and communicate it in a variety of ways and

methods. Project meetings increase the exchange within the participating groups and at the same time promote

cooperation. In addition, the Roten Falken Mühlviertel gahter a lot of experience in project work. Here, the focus

lies on learning from eachother and the concept of "learning by doing".

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2019-1-AT02-ESC31-002402
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Square of Sustainability

Project Applicant

Ralph Unterlass

Eggenbergerstrasse 48 , 8020 Graz , AT

Project Information

2019-1-AT02-ESC31-002404

May 1, 2019

Apr 30, 2020

6,000 EUR

Community development

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

The essential target of this project is to reach out to a large quantity of people of different social groups and to

raise awareness about the challenges and necessities of sustainable urban development. It is also a goal that the

organisation of the project will further educate the individual members of the team on a personal level.

Impact

A desirable concrete result would be that the information brought to the civilian populace through the project will

lead to a greater interest in the concepts of spatial development and sustainable urban development, that it would

be an inspiration for further campaigns of this kind in the Graz area and that it will be picked up by another group

after the end of its currently planned runtime.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2019-1-AT02-ESC31-002404
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Website

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Face it, Embrace it - All we need is talk!

Project Applicant

Service Civil International Österreich

Schottengasse 3a/1/4/59 , 1010 Wien , AT

www.sci.or.at

Project Information

2019-1-AT02-ESC31-002351

Jun 1, 2019

May 31, 2020

6,964 EUR

Inclusion ; Equality and non-discrimination ; Human rights

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

The main objective of our project is to improve social cohesion and solidarity in our community by facilitating a

greater openness and acceptance towards its members’ diversity. To achieve this, we see urgent need to

increase awareness about minority groups and include them in social discourse by giving them a voice. With our

project, we will create a safe space, where people are invited to enter into a dialogue with members of

discriminated groups, listen to their individual life stories and with this get the chance to challenge their own

notions of humans, which are often reduced to harmful stereotypes. In essence, by realizing our project, we want

to create a real connection between people, emphasizing shared humanity and with this enable peaceful

cooperation among all humans.

Impact

Since our main aim is to improve social cohesion in our community, we will enable a dialogue between different

sociocultural groups of society. We will create a space where people not only face prejudice, stereotypes and

stigmatization but also get the chance to overcome them and appreciate other humans’ differences. By realizing

this project the participants will not only get a better understanding of social exclusion but will experience a

concrete method to facilitate social inclusion, thus implement social change. They will strengthen their social

entrepreneurship attitude, create partnerships with relevant stakeholders - thus, set important steps to be active

in future civic engagement. Summed up, this project is expecting to have a positive impact by creating mutual

empathy and understanding, raise solidarity and facilitate active citizenship among participants.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2019-1-AT02-ESC31-002351
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Docunights Graz

Project Applicant

Dokuabende Graz

Rosenkranzgasse 6/4.2 , 8020 Graz , AT

Project Information

2019-1-AT02-ESC31-002354

Jul 1, 2019

Jun 30, 2020

6,000 EUR

Employability and entrepreneurship ; Climate action, environment and

nature protection ; Community development

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

“Dokuabende Graz” is a project, which stands for documentary screening events followed by public discussions

with experts, concerning social ills, sustainability and the struggles and changes of our planet due to pollution of

land, air, and the ocean, the exploitation of resources, climate change, and also the impact on us humans and on

our future way of living. With these events we want to raise awareness and to give people the opportunity to

inform themselves, to guide them by presenting solutions on how to make a change and to become active.

Furthermore this project acts as a platform for people and organizations sharing the same mindset, supporting

each other and working together for a better future.

Impact

The project "Dokuabende Graz" aims to reach people in the middle of our society. We want them to rethink about

the topics and drawbacks we are presenting at our events. Our target audience should be able to understand

these complex issues and further feel motivated to become active and involved themselves. This could mean by

organizing own projects or contributing in one, or by talking with friends and family about these topics.

Concerning sustainability, we expect that the audience will critically reflect their way of living and adapt if

applicable. Furthermore our public appearence as well as our events will help us to get in contact with other local

groups, organisations and projects, sharing the same values, to built a network. Together we will be able to

organize events with even greater outreach.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

The voice of hope

Project Applicant

Judith Faißt

Nußbaum 361 , 6952 Hittisau , AT

Project Information

2019-1-AT02-ESC31-002407

Jun 1, 2019

Jan 31, 2020

4,000 EUR

Reception and integration of third-country nationals ; Culture ; Equality

and non-discrimination

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

Even though the voice of each human is unique, singing in a choir proves that we can agree on one song and

sing the same note at the same time. We hope to unite children with different backgrounds in this project by

rehearsing, singing and dancing songs from different countries, embracing the cultural differences of our

globalized world. In a broader sense we hope to distribute the message that it is not a contradiction to be unique

and diverse but also united at the same time. By implementing this project we hope to unite children with different

backgrounds. Apart from this we hope to improve the language and musical skills of the children and give them a

voice. Our goal for the children who participate is that they discover and enforce their love for music, that they

have an experience of creating something together in community. When you sing together, it doesn't matter

where you're from or if you had a difficult past, when you sing you are united. As we see dividing tendencies in

Europe and hear and see nationalist slogans everywhere, we hope that the young human-beings who participate

will feel a bit more "European" after our week and are aware that all human beings should be treated equally, no

matter where they are from. Our biggest objective is that at the end of the project, the children will be not only be

enthusiastic about making music, but also more open-hearted and motivated and curious about other cultures

and languages. Each country and each human being has its strengths and beauties. If we are able to spark the

spirit of community through music, the "European" spirit, in these 30 children and their close environment and if

we're able to initiate a small positive change in their way of looking at themselves and at people from other

cultures, we've achieved our goal.

Impact

Concretely, the results will be that the children learn songs in different languages and therefore improve their

spoken language in English, German and Arabic. 

They will also do do sportive team activities and take on responsibility with the aim to develop a hands-on

mentality and their sense of solidarity and community. Furthermore we hope that, after the project, they will be

aware of the fact that we only have one world and we need to find solutions all together. The children therefore

will not only extend their knowledge - about different cultures, musical abilities - but also broaden their horizon

and their idea of this world. 

We hope to achieve that these children enjoy making music together and discover or enforce their interest in and

love for music. But even if music is not their principal passion or talent we hope that this experience makes them

start discovering their interests and strengths - no matter in what area. Many studies have shown that singing and

making music regularly improves the self confidence of children and therefore we expect that they discover that

they can trust and believe in themselves and if they work steadily on something they will improve and hopefully

one day achieve their goals. 

Our concrete goal is that after the project week and in the process that follows, after appreciating music from

different countries with other children from different backgrounds, these children are more tolerant, interested and

willing to listen to other people and to appreciate people with different cultural backgrounds. 

Finally, we expect out project to have a long-term impact on integration and solidarity. After the week in summer

2019, we want to establish weekly reunions, where the children sing together and practice for a final concert.

Meetings of the organization team will be held additionally to discuss and document improvements and to find

new ways of addressing the children and to upgrade the existing concept. 

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Website

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Cool guys Graz

Project Applicant

Verein zur Förderung von Jugend, Kultur und Sport- Verein JUKUS

Annenstrasse 39 , 8020 Graz , AT

www.jukus.at

Project Information

2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002313

Jan 1, 2019

Dec 31, 2019

8,892 EUR

European identity and values ; Community development ; Equality and

non-discrimination

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

The Afghan youth are all living for several years as refugees in Graz. “Barobax Graz” does not want to reduce

their identity to their origin, religion or social situation as refugees. In the foreground is their identity as cool young

people, who want to conquer social and public spaces. What does it mean for them to be young and enjoy life as

"barobax", which is a slang word that stands for cool teens and youth culture. The accompaniment serves to

enable perspectives and activities that would otherwise not be accessible and reachable for them as individuals.

Activities

The activities of the group are defined by their role as “citizen journalists”. As such, they will conduct interviews,

visit institutions, participate in round tables and be available to the media as respondents. Planning, competence

building and reflection will be provided in accompanying workshops. The activities are documented via social

media, photo documentation and blog entries. At the end, the results of the project will be presented in a public

event.

Impact

For the participating young people, new social spaces open up and the work serves to strengthen their

competences and thus their self-confidence. The common reflection on social and social topics serves political

education. For the cooperation partners and the interested public, there are also opportunities to get to know

each other better and to establish communication. Stereotypes about certain topics and groups of people (such

as integration, asylum, refugees, Afghans, young people ...) can be reconsidered.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002313
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Swimmer

Project Applicant

SUPPORT- Verein zur Unterstützung von Jugendaktivitäten auf nationaler

und internationaler Ebene

Keramikstraße 13 , 4810 Gmunden , AT

Project Information

2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002292

Jan 1, 2019

Dec 31, 2019

6,000 EUR

Citizenship and democratic participation ; Social assistance and welfare ;

Inclusion

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

Enable Inclusion and integration by learning swimming! 

Wide range learning experience for all participants. 

Raised awarenes in the community for the disadvantages and dangers caused by the the fact, being not able to

swim 

Activities

Kick-off and promotional tour 

launch event 

Swimm training Course/s 

Final trips to an adventure spa. 

Youthpass ceremony/ies 

accompanying and concluding reporting 

accompanying reflections and coaching meetings 

Publication of the results 

Try to multiply this event and to make it a permanently activity in the region.

Impact

New swimmers 

Teenagers and adults with many new learning experiences and increased competences 

raised wareness raising for "non-swimmers" in public 

better perception of solidarity corpus and Erasmus + and more Youngsters involved in Erasmus+ and solidarity

corps activities

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002292
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Website

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Language-Labour: Using language as medium for

networking in the neighbourhood of Gries

Project Applicant

STADTLABOR GRAZ - INNOVATIONEN FURURBANE

LEBENSQUALITAT

GRIESGASSE 40 , 8020 GRAZ , AT

www.stadtlaborgraz.at

Project Information

2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002305

Mar 1, 2019

Feb 29, 2020

6,000 EUR

Community development ; Territorial cooperation and cohesion ; Equality

and non-discrimination

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

- Linking the neighbourhood through language and interaction 

- Reduction of prejudices and language barriers 

- Acquiring a variety of comptences which can benefit the participants in their professional lives as well as

strengthen their personalities and encourage them in social learning 

- Senior citizens and young people meet each other, in this way there will be prevention of isolation from for

example older people 

- Establishing and developing an ecological awareness 

- Taking responsibility for oneself, the community and the district Gries

Activities

- Establishing a weekly Language-Cafe 

- Conducting a monthly workshop 

- Initiating an AllerLeihladen (a shop in which people can borrow particular items they may need but do not have

access to, such as a pot, rice cooker, a bike etc.) 

- a monthly excursion in which participants learn aboout the history/personal stories of the district and to meet

their neighbours 

- Social networking through communal gardening and harvest aid

Impact

Due to the Language Cafe the neighbourhood is able to 1) get to know each other better 2) to overcome

language barriers and 3) to use cultural differences as ressources. The participants develop a

self-consciousness, a feeling of identity and their consciousness for responsibility is growing and becomes

stronger, e.g. if the excursions around the district are conducted by different people in different languages. 

Participants are willing to take responsibility, to organise workshops and to get involved in the organization and

publication of the project. Teamwork and actively doing something together brings joy and has a positive impact

on people with challenging living conditions (e.g. asylum seeker, single and job-seeking people, pensioners,

disoriented people,...)

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002305
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Life is a game

Project Applicant

SUPPORT- Verein zur Unterstützung von Jugendaktivitäten auf nationaler

und internationaler Ebene

Keramikstraße 13 , 4810 Gmunden , AT

Project Information

2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002299

Jan 1, 2019

Dec 31, 2019

6,000 EUR

Citizenship and democratic participation ; Inclusion ; Culture

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

By playing together and sharing the different gaming experiences we want to achieve an intensive exchange

among people which will not happen in normal life. For that people of different ages, from different cultures,

countries and social classes are invited to play together. The participants should introduce and share "their"

games. A collection of These games will be presented and so accessible to the general public.

Activities

Start (tour): the offer will be presented in public (local media, Internet, community events) and in youth

organizations, schools, training centers, integration clubs, retirement homes ... etc. presents. 

Creating info materials, invitations, possibly a Facebook page, etc. and sprinkle them in their social media. 

Monthly games events, even in changing locations. 

Creation of a documentation and a game collection 

Closing event with presentation of the game collection and presentation of the Youth Pass.

Impact

The intensive exchange with people in different life situations promotes understanding and respect. 

The marginalized groups (seniors, immigrants) of society can become (again) an active part of society through

playing together. 

Diverse learning experiences of all involved.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002299
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Website

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

SEE GRAZ

Project Applicant

YOUTH IN PROGRESS Oesterreich Verein zur Foerderung der

Eigeninitiative junger Frauen und Maenner

c/o Wolfgang Mizelli, Zollgasse 3/55 , A-8020 Graz , AT

www.yip-info.org

Project Information

2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002307

Jan 6, 2019

Aug 5, 2019

7,937 EUR

Equality and non-discrimination ; Inclusion ; Skills development

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

AIM: “SEE GRAZ” aims to create a space to reduce existing stereotypes between young [disabled and non

disabled] people via using “creation of digital/audiovisual Graz tourist guide specified for blind and visually

impaired persons” as tool. 

OBJECTIVES: 1. To raise awareness of diversity and its positive impacts in society; 

2. To give space, where young disabled and non disabled people can meet and work together; 

3. To foster the personal growth, positive interaction, social inclusion, sense of entrepreneurship and active

participation of young people from different social backgrounds within the project activities that develops their key

competences and addressee issues important to them, using joint vicarious activities, experiences and reflections

as a springboard; 

4. To raise the awareness of social inclusion and the difficulties some may face with regards to involvement in

society, through the creation of tourist guide about Graz for blind and visually impaired people. 

The world we live in is not only colorful, but it also comes with many different challenges. We tend to think in

stereotypes, although real people are multilayered individuals that cannot be described with a stereotype.The

challenge here is to expand our social horizons despite our differences, as space and social structures around us

does not give the possibility to do so. Even term “inclusion” is found on almost every corner, unfortunately it is still

rare that people with and without disabilities are engaging together in so called “mainstream” activities and in this

way could have real possibility to “do inclusion without talking about it”. This is the main reason to carry out this

project – bring together young people with and without disabilities, learn from each other, “kill” stereotypes and

create something useful for local community.

Activities

SEE GRAZ foresees to create digital/audiovisual tourist Guide specified towards blind and visually impaired

persons, because in touristic area in Graz this group is one of most neglected (based on our research) together

with group of young blind and visually impaired people. The guide will include detalized way descriptions, how to

reach sightseeing spots, objects, object descriptions in a way, tad the blind or visually impaired person can

"imagine" and "see" the object and important information to be aware off, when moving around in Graz. Material

is planned in German and English.

Impact

1. Digital/audiovisual tourist Guide specified towards blind and visually impaired persons is the main result of SEE

Graz. 

2. As result can be also foreseen established cooperation between disabled and non disabled young people for a

common goal – improve accessibility of their city. 

3. The one of expected impacts is reduced existing stereotypes of disabled people and between disabled and non

disabled people and encouragement them to take part in such projects or perhaps deciding to organize

something similar also afterwards. 

4. Impact on people (locals or visitors) who would like to discover city in “different way”. None says, that this

toursit guide can be used only for the planned target group. It can be used by everyone. There are so many

events around, which tend to discover more other senses (like Dinner in dark, etc.). We also see this material as

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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possibility to discover Graz in a bit different way (how many times we have passed Uhrturm in Graz up on

Schlossberg, but really how many times we have been taking time to “see” all the small details it esambles, how

many times we have “touched it” to feel the relief or the material?). In this way with our project we just not only

want to make our city more accesible, but we also want to make it even more atractive to others and ourselves. 

5. Society in general as non – direct beneficiary from this project, because there is promoted mobility and equal

opportunities. Disabled people will be more actively involved in society life because of better accessibility to

information. 

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002307
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Website

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

BeeYoung

Project Applicant

Verein zum Zweck des EU-weiten, kulturellen Austausches - wEUnite (wir

verbinden)

Moserhofgasse 36/15 , 8010 Graz , AT

www.weuniteaustria.eu

Project Information

2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002294

Jan 1, 2019

Dec 31, 2019

6,000 EUR

Climate action, environment and nature protection ; Employability and

entrepreneurship ; Inclusion

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

We want to create a space for youngsters, no matter from where they are, to work on a project together and

create inclusion and a feeling of solidarity. Moreover, we believe that it is important to raise awareness about our

environment and actively work on making it better. We want to give the same opportunities to everyone.

Activities

We plan: 

- courses, workshops, events on local basis, networking 

Planned activities are: 

- increase the knowledge on the importance of the bee by having workshops in schools 

- discuss with older students on bee-keeping and also ask them on their opinion and ideas about it 

- include youngsters and migrants and bringing them together with a playful approach and working on something

together, in our case working on a hive together

Impact

- Learning skills that we will need later on. 

- Bring together people from different backgrounds and uniting them. 

- Decrease bee dying 

- increase knowledge and awareness on bees and environment 

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002294
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

SDG Ambassadors

Project Applicant

Ariane Kolb

Ungergasse 28 , 8020 Graz , AT

Project Information

2019-2-AT02-ESC31-002492

Aug 1, 2019

Jul 31, 2020

6,000 EUR

Education and training ; European identity and values ; Citizenship and

democratic participation

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

We are convinced that the 17 SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals of the UN) provide a substantial basis for

analyzing the complex challenges of our time. They are also extremely valuable for implementing broad-based

solutions, which have positive effects for everyone. As part of our initiative as SDG ambassadors, we provide

information about the SDGs through events. We also offer workshops to support young people in expressing their

own visions and coming up with their own ideas, how a sustainable future can be brought. We support them in

the reaching out to their political representatives, presenting them with their ideas for a good, sustainable life for

all. Furthermore, we are working on a network for people who are committed to the implementation of the SDGs

in Austria in order to exchange ideas, strengthen our initiative and learn from each other.

Impact

The in-depth knowledge of the SDGs and possibilities of implementing them will strengthen both young people

and political representatives to commit themselves to a sustainable future. Young people from the next

generations who present specific ideas for a sustainable future can encourage their decision-makers to

implement these. In this way, civil society and democratic interaction are strengthened at the local level and in a

sustainable way. This paves the way for completing the SDGs until 2030 and a sustainable world. Through the

SDG Ambassador network we facilitate a convincing appearance of civil society and by working together we

enable stronger advocacy for the SDGs and a good life for all.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Website

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Auf dem Diwan 3.0

Project Applicant

Society for European-Arab & Islamic-Christian Studies and Exchange

Projects

Schenkenstraße 8-10 , 1010 Wien , AT

www.ceurabics.com

Project Information

2019-2-AT02-ESC31-002486

Aug 1, 2019

Jul 31, 2020

6,000 EUR

Youthwork ; Skills development ; Equality and non-discrimination

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

With the project “Auf dem Diwan 3.0” we want to facilitate contact between refugees from the Middle East and

pensioners from Vienna through interactive and guided group activities. Because these two groups are often

marginalized or socially isolated, the project enables them to get in touch with each other and actively involved in

their neighborhood. 

It is assumed that mutual understanding and empathy will be promoted through personal contact and dialogue.

Diwan 3.0 would like to give the group a space to deal with different, mostly culture-specific topics such as

cultural festivals, languages or music. Learning new things together promotes a sensitive and empathic

interaction with each other. The activities provide background information on life in the Middle East, but also on

the lives of older people in Vienna.The Diwan 3.0 group meets on a personal level can thus learn from each

other. 

Two successful projects turnouts, the positive experiences we made, and the specific demand from a Pensioners

Club let us start “Diwan 3.0” in fall 2019. Aiming at the establishment of Diwan as a model in every club in Vienna

, we want to provide another group of refugees and retired people with the opportunity to meet and learn from

each other.

Impact

We expect “Auf dem Diwan 3.0” to be a contribution in a constantly changing society in order to create a place of

encounters, mutual understanding and togetherness. 

But not only the young volunteers, but also the elderly one’s will benefit. The seniors will be able to broaden their

horizon by meeting young people from somewhere else. They get to know someone to listen to and participate in

activities. 

One other benefit is often forgotten. Having participated in a positive experience with the young migrants, the

elderly people strengthen their position against racist bias. They can easier stand up against wrong accusations,

victimizations or generalizations - as they themselves have made an experience they can tell people about, they

get multipliers. 

One of the results of the project we expect is therefore that both groups are actively involved in society, building

intergenerational and intercultural bridges and therefore tackling loneliness, exclusion and prejudices. 

With “Auf dem Diwan 3.0” hopefully funded as a “solidarity project” we would like to give more elderly people and

refugees a supervised place to get in touch. The aim is to ensure that the experiences gained by the participants

during Diwan 3.0 have a long-term effect on good cooperation and cohesion in a diverse society or neighborhood.

Furthermore, the goal is to establish Diwan as a model on an even broader level and in several clubs in the long

term. 

To sum up or key reuslts and impacts we want to achieve are: 

- counteracting social isolation 

- supporting the establishment of personal contacts 

- improving language skills and social skills 

- increase knowledge about people’s ideas, wishes, everyday lives, societies, and traditions 

- establishing understanding, trust and antagonizing stereotypes and racism

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2019-2-AT02-ESC31-002486
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Easy2Nature

Project Applicant

Melanie Gröbl

Einödfeld, 11 , 8600 Bruck/Mur , AT

Project Information

2019-1-AT02-ESC31-002408

May 1, 2019

Dec 31, 2019

4,000 EUR

Education and training ; Climate action, environment and nature

protection ; Rural development and urban regeneration

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

For too long the environment has been suffering under our lavish lifestyle. It is time that we all take action and

face the environmental problems head on. We are at a point, where our current decisions and actions define the

future: are we going to reverse climate change or will we face irreversible consequences? When society sees

itself as a resident of nature, human egoism starts to gets reduced. Modesty is encouraged, manifesting itself a

lot of time and in many ways in conflict resolutions. With a common interest we build friendships and

collaboration. 

With the project Easy2Nature we want to help making everyones everyday life more sustainable. Futher more we

want to make the knowledge on the topics of sustainable living, nature conservation and the environment more

accessible. We hope to achieve that, trough diverse workshops and a booklet, in which the topics of the

workshops and discussions are collected. 

Whether you are young or old, poor or rich, no matter where you come from, with previous knowledge or without,

everyone can join in, have fun and learn something new together.

Impact

The main goal of our project is to show society how IMPORTANT our nature is and to make aware of the impact,

that small changes in everyday life have on the environment . We only have one planet and we want our children

and their children's children to experience the biodiversity as well. These ways of thinking are not stopped at

national borders, instead of that we want to connect people from diffrent countries. We hope that our booklet and

workshops will help us to take a step in that direction.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2019-1-AT02-ESC31-002408
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Website

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Social climbing project for children, teenagers and young

adults

Project Applicant

WeClimb - Verein für soziale Kletterprojekte

Rotensterngasse 23/12 , 1020 Wien , AT

weclimb.at

Project Information

2019-1-AT02-ESC31-002333

May 1, 2019

Apr 30, 2020

8,892 EUR

Health and wellbeing ; Skills development ; Physical education and sport

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

We want to provide a low-threshold and continuous access to climbing for socially disadvantaged persons,

regardless of their gender, their origin and their religion. Climbing courses will be held by specially trained

climbing teachers and will contain experiential education. Through this playful approach, the course participants

will have the possibility to discover sports like rope-climbing or bouldering, to which they would probably never

have had access elsewise. They will learn the fundamentals of climbing safety and basic techniques used for

climbing. Moreover, the advantages of climbing will be used to the benefit of single participants and of the whole

group. Climbing will be used as a tool allowing the participants to escape from their social isolation and to

strengthen their self-confidence.

Impact

First of all, the participants will get to know a new social environment, which they probably did not experience

before participating in such a course. This will change their perception of their surroundings. 

Thanks to the social contacts created during the course (among the participants and with other visitors of the

gym), new acquaintances and friendships will emerge – the fear of talking to someone else will be reduced. After

the climbing course, the participants interested in further climbing sessions will still have the possibility to access

the gyms in the long run. This will be made possible by cooperation between the climbing gyms, mountaineering

associations and WeClimb. Moreover, the participants interested in being trained as climbing teachers will be

able to do this, and they will be able to contribute to WeClimb courses in the future. 

Concerning the project team, each one of its members will gain knowledge and skills in the area of social projects

and entrepreneurship. The group members will improve their decision-making ability, their liability and develop a

sense for clear communication. This will have a long lasting positive impact on them, allowing them to organize

similar projects more easily in the future. The members of the project team will have a sharper view on the

situation of underprivileged individuals or groups of people in Austria as well as in Europe. This will result in a

proactive mentality with regard to tackling current challenges on the Austrian, European and global scale.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2019-1-AT02-ESC31-002333
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Integration and cultural magazine

Project Applicant

Carlos Breijo Linares

Moosstraße, 22/5 , 5020 Salzburg , AT

Project Information

2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002306

Jan 1, 2019

Dec 31, 2019

6,000 EUR

Inclusion ; European identity and values ; Culture

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

Working on our own magazine targeted to people that, like us, may feel the lack of information in spanish or in

english in the city of Salzburg, will give us the opportunity to face our fears and get the experience and knowledge

that otherwise would be hard to acquire. Implementing this project will give us the possibility to develop multiple

aspects of our careers. We will be able to be Founders, CEOs, Project, Product and Artistic Managers,

Photographers, Social Media & Community Managers, Editors, Assistants, Interns, or volunteers once again. 

With our magazine we will show Salzburg to the people that live in the city but is not fluent in the official language

(german). Through its pages the audience will find articles about the history and curiosities of the city,

photographic reports, interviews, artwork, opinion articles, cultural agenda with the main events in the city...But

also they will find stories of real people and a platform where the they can reflect their own ideas. We will like not

only to work for impacting in the local community but also to be integrated and work hand in hand with them. 

Also, we want to make a printed version as we consider it something different for the new generations in the

current information frame where everything is short, digital, superficial, clickbait, in seconds. We want to use the

printed format as a hook for some of them and to have the opportunity to work online and offline developing

different communication strategies.

Activities

The activities that we will carry out can be summarized in five fundamental points: 

-Content writting. All the content of the magazine will be chosen among the members of the group, by consensus,

always respecting the creativity and ideas of each one. 

-Public relations. That includes researching and let our target audience know that we are also a channel of

self-expression. 

-Photography and illustration. We believe that the image has a strong impact nowadays, sometimes more than

the text, so we want to use it. 

-Social Media. In order to make our idea more visible, we consider important to follow up and accompany the

process through publications on social networks as well as the creation of a web page. 

-Regular meetings. That will be the fundamental basis of our work, a good communication between the

colleagues is for us the most important requirement that we should meet.

Impact

We would like to help the non native german speakers in Salzburg to get to know the city where they are living. In

this case we will offer the information in spanish as it is our mother tongue and in english because it is the main

language used to conect people from different parts of Europe and the whole world. 

Also we would like to give them the opportunity of expressing themselves. Our main goal is to avoid the feeling of

being exclude because of the language barriers. 

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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In our minds, this project is a way to take direct action on the society, reflecting values like social and political

inclusion; equal opportunity; diversity; active citizenship; gender equality and women’s empowerment; support of

local social entrepreneurs. 

We consider the magazine as a multidirectional communication tool that can create impact in more than one way.

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002306
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Website

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

about bananas'n bees

Project Applicant

Verein Mensch sein.

Wastlergasse 4/2 , 8010 Graz , AT

https://www.vereinmenschsein.org/

Project Information

2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002284

Jan 1, 2019

Dec 31, 2019

8,892 EUR

Inclusion ; Community development ; Reception and integration of

third-country nationals

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

This will be a PEER-TO-PEER-PROJECT in terms of the TOPIC SEXUALITY AND RELATIONSHIPS between

girls and boys or young women and men ESPECIALLY FROM MIGRANT AND REFUGEE BACKGROUNDS. 

We believe that in a longer term perspective this will also lead to BETTER INTEGRATION via breaking prejudice

from both sides – migrants and native Austrians. 

We face the situation that there are many young men in our country who came here as young boys,

unaccompanied and in a phase in their life where sexual interest is growing, but many prejudice and

non-knowledge are around. 

The young women on the other hand don´t speak about their body and sexuality at all. They simply get no

information at all and they also don´t do research on the internet because too much shame goes hand in hand

with the whole thing. 

Many of the young people already took part in educational workshops, but they are held in German - a foreign

language for them – from grown-ups and only in group settings. 

What is NEEDED is EASY ACCESSIBLE INFORMATION, provided to consume ANONYMOUSLY, their

MOTHER TONGUE and from PEOPLE THEY TRUST: from their culture and age. 

That is why most of them already „learn“ a lot from elder ones from their community, but they themselves often

have their „knowledge“ from porno videos, prostitutes or even elderly women. 

So sex education is very important, and we also want to work on the topic of relationships between men and

women. 

This will be most trustful via: 

# PEERs 

# in their MOTHERTONGUE 

# WITHOUT BARRIERS and 

# ANONYMOUSLY 

Besides that we want to acchieve: 

# Learn about Codes and norms, get aware of them, make them visible, get in dialogue, learn 

# Break down prejudice, learn from each other, together, get in contact, build relationships 

# Lear nto be aware of their own body, their needs but also their boundaries 

# Information about the law 

WHO do we want to reach and bring together? 

# Young asylum seekers and migrants from both sexes; 

# Visitors from youth centers; Pupils 

# Young Austrians 

# Organisations in the social sector to make them more sensitive for the topic and maybe make up some new

cooperations together 

Activities

The very HEART of the project is: 

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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1. Peers go to youth centers, homes for refugees, schools and other places where young migrants and asylum

seekers are found 

2. They collect the all the questions from the people (anonymously, only by paper) 

3. The peers/the project group does some research, works out the questions in mother tongue and make films for

a new youtube channel they will implement. Subtitels will be provided in German also. 

4. During the time when the group works on the questions and filmst they will further on hold the attention from

the visited youngsters via social media and they will also give the opportunity to still take a participative role: Via

social media we will also ask the online-community: Who knows what about that? So this is also an opportunity to

still take part for the recipients but also to collect possible fake-information and work on that also fort he videos. 

5. The project will be coached from a very experienced youth worker, who know a lot about coaching youth

projects but also works since years in the field of sex education and refugees. 

6. Additionally the project will be published via the whole new built community, mouth to mouth, stickers,

supporters (cooperators, the places where the group member work and learn etc. etc.) 

„Besides“ we will keep the project alive via social media where it is still possible to discuss current questions, but

also to keep the followers updated about the project, the research, the making oft he videos etc.

Non-project-member will allways have the opportunity to bring themselves active into the project and we will also

have the opportunity to work on new information or even „fake-information“ we might find in the discussion

streams. 

Impact

The concrete outputs and results will be: 

# A Youtube-Platform 

# with videos on the topics sexuality and relationships 

# from Peer to Peer 

# in the mother tongue of the refugees and with German subtitles 

# Social Media channels on Instagram etc., that will also be served from Peers 

# PEERs, who are accessible at eye level for all questions about sexuality and relationships 

As an additional IMPACT we expect: 

# BETTER UNDERSTANDING: Both cultures will get to know more from each other, they can better get in

contact and build relationships 

# LESS CONFLICTS: Through better knowledge there will be better dealing with each other 

# LESS NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES: this will lead to less negative consequences like building prejudice,

problems with law, negative experiences on both sides etc. 

# LESS UNWANTED PREGNANCIES: through better and easier accessible information from people from their

community, from a background they know, which they trust, on eye level. 

# MORE SATISFACTION and a living together in harmony for all involved persons and communities. 

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Website

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

MOVED ANNENViERTEL

Project Applicant

Verein Stadtteilprojekt ANNENViERTEL

c/o MANAGERIE, Mariahilferstraße 30 , 8020 Graz , AT

www.annenviertel.at

Project Information

2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002280

Jan 1, 2019

Dec 31, 2019

6,000 EUR

Community development ; Inclusion ; Equality and non-discrimination

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

Our aim is to improve the coexistence of different people with different social conditions and their associated

communication. It is important to us to make the realities of life of individuals and groups visible to others and

thus to make "empathy" and a view of the "other" visible. This is accompanied by the creation of networks and

relationships to support and each other, also bottom-up and solidarity, especially in times like these, where

political networks are often dismantled for reasons of economy, and people thereby fall through the social "net".

Activities

Our project MOVED ANNENVIERTEL has been offering a free offer for ALL for some years now and is getting

richer each year to people who offer something sportive to other people on a voluntary basis. However, this

requires good application, communication and organization, for which we need basic funding. 

Plans include the expansion of formats such as "Morning Disko - Dancing under Plants", "Soft Morgenturnen with

Kirsche Kristin", "Yoga for ALL" by and about 10 different 

Yoga teachers with up to 100 participants per yoga session, "Pilates for ALL", "Table Tennis Tournaments",

"Sport Fishing - Techniques and Theory" 

with Remko Berkhout, and much more. Other formats are planned for 2019, such as Volleyball, Chinese martial

arts, maybe Mindfulness workshops, etc. 

These offers are organized, coordinated, advertised, supervised and require infrastructure by the Verein

Stadtteilprojekt ANNENViERTEL 

Sound system, headset, table tennis racket, etc. provided. They are held by the ANNENViERTLERN themselves,

focusing on our 

Report alerts. They are free and accessible to ALL!

Impact

The inhabitants of the district ANNENVIERTEL are strengthened in terms of "their own right to city", they are

strengthened as women, they build their own network, they learn different sports, such as yoga, table tennis,

dancing, etc., they have fun in their spare time and are active sporty , 

In addition, the target groups feel that there is "someone there", they are not "all the same" and the neighborhood

is not "neglected anyway". 

The Volksgarten in the district ANNENViERTEL has also been a social hotspot for several decades. Especially

children and adolescents with and without a migration background are there after school and on vacation, but

also young adults, families of all ages, backgrounds, religion and social background. The aim is not a crowding

out of certain people and groups BUT an integration to promote communication among different groups of people

and thus also to sharpen the gaze to the "other", to network, to make friends, to strengthen girls and women and

simply to offer relationship. 

The Volksgarten is also known for a "drug dealing problem". Often these are people who are socially and socially

excluded and have few prospects or opportunities to find work in the labor market. We also involve you in our

activities, create an eye-to-eye encounter and promote a consistent and continuous offer with our activities and

thus a certain amount of security.

 Link to project card: Show project card
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Topics

EC Contribution

End Date

Start Date

Identifier

Website

Address

Organisation

Action: Solidarity Projects

Action Type: Solidarity Projects

Project Title

Theatre of Change

Project Applicant

TdU-Wien (Theater der Unterdrückten - Wien)

Währinger Straße 59 , 1090 Wien , AT

www.tdu-wien.at

Project Information

2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002303

Jan 7, 2019

Jan 6, 2020

6,000 EUR

Equality and non-discrimination ; Community development ; Education

and training

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
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 Project Summary

Objectives

enable people to stand up against oppressino and have an positive impact on their community and the wider

sorounding by using (forum)theatre methods

Activities

weekly theatre trainings 

a few 1-2day workshops 

1-2 retreats 

1-?? final performances (depending of the number of offers we get) 

final reflection/evaluation of the project

Impact

-stronger and resilient community 

-young people/adults are being taken more seriously with their problems and needs 

-empowerment and education of young people 

- forum theatre gets used as a way of community building and political interaction

 Link to project card: Show project card

https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/
https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/projects/details/#project/2018-1-AT02-ESC31-002303

